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Abstract
Associating brain systems with mental processes requires statistical analysis of brain activity
across many cognitive processes. These analyses typically face a difficult compromise between
scope — from domain-specific to system-level analysis — and accuracy. Using all the functional
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) statistical maps of the largest data repository available, we
trained machine-learning models that decode the cognitive concepts probed in unseen studies.
For this, we leveraged two comprehensive resources: NeuroVault — an open repository of
fMRI statistical maps with unconstrained annotations — and Cognitive Atlas — an ontology
of cognition. We labeled NeuroVault images with Cognitive Atlas concepts occurring in their
associated metadata. We trained neural networks to predict these cognitive labels on tens of
thousands of brain images. Overcoming the heterogeneity, imbalance and noise in the training
data, we successfully decoded more than 50 classes of mental processes on a large test set.
This success demonstrates that image-based meta-analyses can be undertaken at scale and with
minimal manual data curation. It enables broad reverse inferences, that is, concluding on mental
processes given the observed brain activity.

Introduction 1

Cognitive neuroscience probes the relationships between mental functions and brain systems 2

by contrasting brain responses observed in conditions that involve these functions to control 3

conditions. For instance, in task functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) studies, 4

experimental protocols trigger cognitive processes in a set of participants, while the corresponding 5

neural activity is recorded. Standard statistical analysis is based on a subtractive logic: fMRI 6

data are used to measure local differences in brain oxygen supply between two experimental 7

conditions, a target condition that includes the cognitive concept of interest1 and a control 8

condition that is either a related task or a baseline2. 9

To characterize the function of the recruited brain structures, it is now common to input these 10

data to machine learning models, to infer mental processes from brain activity recordings3. Such 11

decoding procedures are used in neuroscience to detect brain activation patterns that characterize 12

the underlying mental processes. Decoding complements standard cognitive images analyses, 13

that detect brain responses related to behavior – an approach called encoding4. While standard 14

encoding analyses inform on the brain activity under a given manipulation, they do not give 15

evidence that the activation of a given area is specific to the mental process under consideration5. 16

There is hope that decoding can ground reverse inference, i.e. drawing conclusion on the function 17

of a brain structure6, 7. 18
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Decoding is usually performed at the subject or study level, on a limited set of mutually 19

exclusive concepts, in which case it does not support reverse inference across cognitive domains. 20

By contrast, meta-analyses leverage several studies, but their scope is typically restricted to a 21

given cognitive domain, and when performed at a large scale, they usually consider encoding- 22

type analysis, so that it remains unclear whether reverse inference is possible. Decoding in the 23

context of Image-Based Meta-Analyses (IBMA) has been shown to achieve good performance7, 8, 24

but only in restricted sets of studies, discriminating between few cognitive concepts. This has 25

limited the ability of IBMA to assess the selectivity of a region activation, and, as a consequence, 26

the validity of corresponding reverse inferences9. Automated Coordinate-Based Meta-Analyses 27

(CBMA) use many more studies. In recent works10–12, CBMA has been used to map a large 28

set of concepts by using stereotactic coordinate tables from articles, but the underlying data 29

representation loses a lot of information, leading to sub-optimal performance. 30

In computer vision, aggregating huge heterogeneous datasets from the Internet, as Ima- 31

geNet13, has proved to be crucial to solve automated image understanding. Similar undertakings 32

in neuroimaging could yield a more exhaustive functional mapping of the brain. Indeed, hetero- 33

geneity can be a strength, as it grounds broader generalization14, 15. In this study, we expand the 34

scope of usual image-based studies. We target open-ended decoding, generalizing to new studies 35

that might involve experimental conditions not yet probed in the available ones. We linked fMRI 36

activation maps to a broad vocabulary characterizing more than 50 cognitive processes, by train- 37

ing machine learning models on heterogeneous statistical maps — from different experimental 38

protocols and analysis pipelines — with unconstrained manual annotations. We then inferred 39

mental processes from unseen studies, without any prior knowledge of the experimental setting 40

or the relevant concepts. 41

This inference involves several challenges regarding neuroimaging-based knowledge accumu- 42

lation, that we address in the current work. Specifically, we need to assess how fine descriptions 43

of cognition can be captured from public repositories, and then decoded in a cross-study setting. 44

For this, we had to address limitations of public data annotations: we proposed to achieve this 45

by leveraging latent structure underlying those concepts. It was then possible to identify which 46

concepts are harder to decode. 47

Such an endeavor has been made possible by the recent availability of aggregated cross- 48

laboratory data. Specifically, all the image data exploited in this study come from NeuroVault16: 49

the largest existing repository of fMRI statistical maps. As illustrated in Supplementary Fig 1, 50

NeuroVault has undergone a significant growth in its first years and now hosts enough fMRI 51

maps to allow for vast image-based meta-analyses. 52

Contribution 53

Varoquaux et al.7 and Mensch et al17 have shown that image-based decoding across studies can 54

build atlases mapping a diverse set of cognitive processes. Here we extend this prior work in 55

three major ways. First, using all the data from NeuroVault, we trained models on ten times as 56

many maps from more diverse sources. The training model hinges on an efficient data reduction 57

mechanism, namely dictionary-based dimension reduction18, upon which powerful machine 58

learning methods are easy to run and parameterize: we call this approach Neural Networks on 59

Dictionaries (NNoD). Second, we used a larger vocabulary of concepts, obtained from Cognitive 60

Atlas, that we extracted directly from the user-provided annotations available in NeuroVault. By 61

doing so, we covered a broader spectrum of cognitive functions spanning more experimental 62

conditions and subjects. This breadth enables a better assessment of the specificity of each brain 63

region. Last, we assessed the usefulness of non-linear functional decoding models, using neural 64

networks with few layers. For the first time in the field, thanks to the amount of data used in 65

our experimental setting, those more expressive models yield better performance than linear 66

models. Our conclusions are backed with strong quantitative evidence: training on more than 67

50,000 maps and 100 concepts, using a standard query system validation metric, we correctly 68

rank among the first 10 best matches 66% of the relevant concepts of a map from an unseen 69
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study. 70

Results 71

Overview 72

In this work, we learn to decode fMRI statistical maps of the brain: given a brain map, we predict 73

which mental conditions are associated with it. We did this by training supervised statistical 74

models on data collected from the online platform NeuroVault16 (https://neurovault. 75

org). Mappings from brain activations to mental concepts should not be specific to a particular 76

study: instead they should hold across experimental paradigms. Therefore, we pooled data from 77

many different neuroimaging studies in a cross-domain meta-analysis setting. Our evaluation 78

method measures generalization to unseen studies. 79

In order to learn associations between brain activations and cognitive states, we had to: i) 80

collect fMRI maps and choose an appropriate vector-based representation for these data, ii) 81

associate cognitive labels with each brain map, given the available information, iii) fit multi-label 82

predictive learning models, and evaluate the performance of trained models. The full analysis 83

pipeline is summarized in Fig. 1 and described in detail in Materials and methods section. 84

Original
fMRI

Original 
concepts

Enrichment

Target
concepts

Embedded
fMRI

Resampling Compression

Maps
selection

Concepts
extraction

Standardized
fMRI

(B) Feature space
(A) Label space

Figure 1. Approach for public data decoding. Part (A) extracts cognitive concepts from the
annotations as labels and part (B) extracts the associated features from NeuroVault fMRI maps.
(A) In the label space: we extracted any concept of Cognitive Atlas that we find in the
annotations, then we enriched those using either imputation rules or similarities learned from an
external source, which yielded several labels for each fMRI map. (B) In the feature space: we
first selected the usable fMRI maps from NeuroVault, standardized them to a common resolution
and brain mask, then we projected them on a dictionary of brain components extracted from a
huge number of brain activation maps. Finally, we trained models to decode the concepts of (A)
from the maps of (B).

An important aspect of this study is that data are collected from an open online repository 85

and are uncurated. In particular, the fMRI maps used in this work are not manually labeled: 86

we must extract the labels, i.e. the supervision signal, from uncurated and weakly structured 87

metadata. To do this, we matched concepts from the CognitiveAtlas ontology1 (https://www. 88

cognitiveatlas.org) with the information in the metadata. This resulted in incomplete 89

annotations for some images. Therefore, in a second experiment, we improved and enrich this 90
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initial labeling by leveraging the relations and hierarchical structure that bind cognitive concepts, 91

and by applying a set of rules tailored to NeuroVault metadata. This enrichment was performed 92

with simple rules that automate the process, and not on a case-by-case fashion. 93

Best brain spatial representation 94

To represent the fMRI signal, we chose to rely on the DiFuMo set of probabilistic atlases, 95

aka dictionaries https://parietal-inria.github.io/DiFuMo. This is based on 96

the observation17, 19 that, unlike intra-subject problems, inter-subject, and a fortiori inter-study, 97

decoding problems almost always benefit from spatial compression, with only few exceptions17. 98

We considered dictionaries of three different resolutions (128, 512 and 1024 components) to 99

embed the original voxels activation in spaces of lower dimension. We also performed a stacking 100

of those three embeddings to create multi-resolution representations that concatenate the above 101

three. For those four representations, we can either keep all the dictionary loadings or only the 102

positive values. We chose the dictionary resolution by training a baseline logistic linear model 103

over the full training dataset. We used exact matches of Cognitive Atlas concepts in the metadata 104

to label images, only removing those that are too rare or too correlated with another. We trained 105

NNoD on 26,000 fMRI maps and a vocabulary of 96 concepts. We evaluated performances on 106

the 6,500 maps from a test study, called Individual Brain Charting (IBC), using the same method 107

of concepts extraction, where we find 37 of those concepts. We computed two metrics —one 108

for classification, the Area under Curve (AUC) and one for information retrieval, the weighted 109

recall at 10— for the different representations, based on the same train and test data. 110

Considering Fig. 2 we found that the best results for both metric are achieved by stacking 111

the embeddings obtained by projecting maps on each dictionary: the compressed representation 112

has 1024+512+128 = 1664 dimensions. It is however worth mentioning that the performance 113

gap between representations is limited, meaning that all of them capture at least some of the 114

signal of interest. Moreover, we observed that taking only the positive part of the activation maps 115

improves performance, the underlying intuition being that this reduces the impact of ill-specified 116

control conditions. 117

Decoding the concepts found in online annotations 118

Based on the setting described previously —26,000 fMRI maps and a vocabulary of 96 concepts 119

for training, 6,500 maps and 37 concepts from the IBC dataset (20, collection 4438), for testing— 120

we show the Area under Curve (AUC) of NNoD and some decoding maps examples in Fig. 3. 121

NNoD decoding achieved better-than-chance predictions for 35 out of 37 labels. The AUC is 122

overall slightly higher than that of alternative meta-analytic decoding tools, such as GCLDA11
123

(using the implementation from https://github.com/tsalo/gclda, trained for 6,755 124

concepts over the provided dataset of 11,362 studies) and NeuroSynth10 (implementation from 125

https://github.com/neurosynth/neurosynth, trained for 3,228 concepts over the 126

provided dataset of 14,370 studies), but beware that the sets of concepts are different for these 127

models. We provide a more detailed comparison in Table 1 below. The AUC metric seems also 128

to capture the qualitative aspects of this decoding. Indeed terms for which the AUC is high, such 129

as left finger response execution, tend to have plausible decoding maps, whereas terms that are 130

not decoded above chance level, such as working memory, do not capture relevant brain regions 131

in their decoding maps. 132

Fig 4 illustrates the detailed per-concept performance. Looking at the frequencies in the train- 133

ing dataset, we notice that the frequent ones are not better predicted. Somato-sensory concepts are 134

particularly well decoded, as well as those related to mental arithmetics, and punishment/reward 135

processing. We got worse results on high-level — and sometimes frequent — concepts like 136

working memory and theory of mind. Other metrics and variants of the classification models are 137

presented in Supplementary Table 4. For comparison, Table 1 provides the performance of the 138

GCLDA model from11 and NeuroSynth from10 on the same dataset for the concepts that are 139

exactly matched in their vocabulary (listed in Supplementary Section A.8). It also displays the 140

performance of the NNoD model on this subset of the predicted concepts. 141
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Figure 2. Preliminary identification of suitable image representations for large-scale
decoding. (A), (B) and (C) respectively illustrate the components of the 128, 512 and
1024-components dictionaries. In each dictionary, the components are sparse but they have some
overlap. In (D) we compare both the decoding performance for 37 concepts extracted from the
original annotation, from projections on each dictionary as well as from the stacking of all
projections, either for all values or just the positive ones.

Table 1. Models performance comparison on original concepts common with NeuroSynth
or GCLDA.

Model Common concepts Model AUC NNoD AUC
GCLDA 20 0.53 0.73

NeuroSynth 14 0.58 0.71

The main limitation of this first set of results is the paucity of concepts that are found across 142

studies. In turn, this is due to the inconsistency of image annotations throughout NeuroVault. 143

Decoding enriched concepts based on a cognitive ontology 144

To compensate for the limitations of publicly available annotations, we enriched and curated 145

NeuroVault annotations for a second decoding experiment. We completed the dataset of labeled 146

maps by adding rules to extract concepts from the largest collections, correct some common 147

errors and abbreviations and extract some usual synonyms. We did not add any rule for the 148

evaluation dataset to avoid biasing the reported metrics – the rules presented in this section are 149

not applied to the test set. 150

Using these heuristics to enrich the label set, we extended the training dataset from 26,000 151

to 39,000, as well as the vocabulary from 96 concepts to 106 (despite merging 27 pairs of 152

synonyms and removing highly correlated concepts). Among those concepts, 51 are matched or 153

inferred from hypernymy rules in the test dataset annotations. Note that the number of test labels 154

present in both training and test set increased because of the label inference rules. All the details 155

regarding the label enrichment are presented in A.3. 156

Fig 5 provides the detailed per-concept results: we achieve better-than-chance predictions 157

for 92% of the concepts considered. Other metrics and variants of the classification models are 158

presented in Supplementary Table 5. We also performed experiments with different splits into 159

train and test datasets, see Supplementary Section A.6 and Supplementary Figure 3. Table 2 160
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Figure 3. Decoding exactly-matched labels. We evaluated the AUC of the NNoD model on 37
labels matched in the IBC collection, after training it to decode 96 labels across collections. On
the top, we show decoding maps for some example terms. Terms that are well decoded such as
place maintenance have meaningful maps, whereas terms such as working memory whose neural
correlates are poorly captured get low AUC scores. As the decoding maps do not have a
meaningful scale, we threshold them arbitrarily at the 95th percentile for visualization. Using
pre-trained GCLDA and NeuroSynth models, we compared NNoD results for the labels that also
appear in the vocabulary recognized by these models (NNoD AUCs for terms in the vocabulary
intersections are shown in light orange). Detailed scores for each label are represented in Fig. 4,
showing that NNoD outperforms other methods for most labels.

provides the comparison to NeuroSynth and GCLDA on the common concepts, showing again 161

that NNoD architecture outperforms current alternatives.

Table 2. Models performance comparison on enriched concepts.
Model Common concepts Model AUC NNoD AUC

GCLDA 31 0.54 0.81
NeuroSynth 23 0.62 0.80

162

What brain structures support decoding? 163

A core question concerns what we indeed decode when we train models on such a dataset. 164

For this we performed a sensitivity analysis on the decoding model — by automatic differen- 165

tiation of the models outputs over their inputs — which made it possible to illustrate what are 166

the main brain areas related to the concepts in the training dataset. In parallel, we considered the 167

encoding maps of the training dataset — obtained by a linear regression of each brain component 168

activation over the concepts, see supplementary section A.4. In Fig 6 we give some representative 169

examples. See Supplementary Section A.7 for encoding and decoding maps of all the learned 170

concepts. 171

First, as seen in Fig 6(a), many concepts related to sensory or motor functions are uncontro- 172

versial. Second, in Fig 6(b) we observe that the encoding of the syntactic tasks generally involves 173

Broca’s and regions along the Superior Temporal Sulcus. By contrast, as in7, the decoding model 174

discards common responses and focuses more on Broca’s area (Brodmann 44 and 45) which is 175

consistent with the literature21. Finally, when considering face perception, in Fig 6(c) NNoD 176
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Figure 4. Performances on exactly-matched concepts. On the left, we display the label
frequencies in the training set. On the right, we evaluated the AUC of NNoD on 37 concepts
matched in the IBC dataset, after training it to decode 96 concepts from on all the other
collections. Using pre-trained GCLDA and NeuroSynth models, we compared NNoD results for
the concepts on which these models were also trained.

correctly leverages activation in the FFA22, but it mostly identifies the concept of recognizing 177

faces by the right-hand feedback commonly used by the subject. More worrying, it confuses 178

emotion perception with face perception, missing the importance of amygdala activation, as 179

emotion perception is mostly tested by showing faces in the datasets currently available on 180

NeuroVault. 181

Discussion 182

The present work establishes the feasibility of decoding brain maps at scale, as we obtained 183

high prediction accuracy for brain activity decoding on the most comprehensive set of cognitive 184

topics achieved so far. This decoding accuracy first demonstrates the value of the data stored 185

in public repositories, in particular in NeuroVault. It also gives key insights for large-scale, 186

cross-laboratory brain-image-based analyses of cognition. 187

In the experimental setting that we considered, NNoD vastly outperformed NeuroSynth and 188

GCLDA and yielded a high AUC even from the original labels, despite the stated limitations. It 189

has to be noted that both NeuroSynth and GCLDA were trained on far more concepts. Many of 190

those are close to Cognitive Atlas concepts without exactly matching them. They might perform 191

better with a different vocabulary. 192

On the considered feature and label spaces, non-linear models performed better than linear 193

ones for decoding (best linear AUC = 0.82, best non-linear AUC = 0.84, see supplementary 194

section A.5 and Table 4). To our knowledge, even if this increase is minor, this is one of the first 195

time those models prove useful to increase decoding performance in cognitive neuroscience. 196

Our approach also confirms that good decoding performance can be reached despite signifi- 197

cant dimension reduction. This topic has already been studied in several previous works like8, 24. 198

We did not try training models on the original voxels maps as it would have required far more 199

computing resource given the size of the dataset we used. On the other hand, it is noteworthy 200
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Figure 5. Decoding Performance on enriched concepts. Compared with original labels
decoding, after enriching the training dataset with heuristics, a similar model manages to decode
more labels (51 in the test dataset) with an overall better accuracy.

that stacking data at different resolutions improves prediction accuracy (see Fig 2): it makes the 201

model more robust to variations in the topographic layout of structures seen across experiments 202

and datasets. 203

Starting from a vocabulary of more than 800 concepts, we end up training the NNoD model 204

on 106 and evaluating them on only 51. While this is by far the most extensive image-based 205

decoding study to date, this calls for some comments. Interestingly, successfully decoded terms 206

not only involved sensory or somatotopic representations, but also high-level functions such as 207

arithmetics, decision, relational comparison, different dimensions of language, social cognition 208

plus emotion. This represents a clear improvement over prior work on open-ended decoding7, 209

that only had 20 concepts, mostly tied to vision and motor representations. 210

First, we deal with a dataset whose annotations often use a wording different from the 211

vocabulary we used. We experimented with some modern natural language processing techniques 212

to automatically infer labels from the annotations. For example, we trained word embeddings on 213

either big Internet corpora like Wikipedia or the whole PubMed literature, and tried automatically 214
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Figure 6. Illustration of some concepts encoding/decoding. Here we illustrate what the
NNoD model learns from the data: (A) Left and right toe: For well known motor activities,
NNoD properly identifies the corresponding area along the central sulcus23. It also uses the
absence of activity in the other motor areas — here the absence of hand use — as motor
functions are never jointly used in our experiments. (B) Syntax: Looking at the encoding of the
syntactic activities, we observe that they generally involve Broca’s and Wernicke’s areas, as well
as other brain areas related to stimuli and experimental actions. As in7, the decoding model
discards common responses and focuses more on Broca’s area (Brodmann 44 and 45) which is
consistent with the literature21. (C) Face perception, recognition and emotion: For face
perception, NNoD correctly leverages activation in the FFA22. But it mostly identifies the
concept of recognizing faces by the right-hand feedback commonly used by the subject. It also
confuses emotion perception with face perception, missing e.g. the role of amygdala, as emotion
perception is mostly tested by showing faces. See Supplementary Section A.7 for the similar
illustrations of all the learned concepts.
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inferring labels using the similarities between the annotations and those concept representations. 215

This did not improve results and we chose to revert to decoding the exactly-matched labels 216

enriched with some heuristics. We also took care not to oppose synonymous concepts — either 217

highly correlated in the available data or used indiscriminately from our observations — which 218

caused us to group many labels. Finally, we were limited by the focus on some classical 219

experiments in the available (and well annotated) collections. Despite the number of collections 220

on NeuroVault, not that many different concepts are present in enough of them to allow for a 221

proper out-of-sample decoding validation. Still, the enrichment we used illustrates how enforcing 222

a consistent structure between labels allows for better decoding performance. In general, we can 223

expect that annotations will improve with the use of more standard vocabulary7, or the reliance 224

on relevant topics25. In the meanwhile, noise in the notations is at least partly overcome by 225

aggregating more data. 226

A further goal of this work is to generalize to any dataset. In the present case, we have used 227

IBC, as it allows validation on a large vocabulary, but we also show generalization to other 228

datasets (see section A.6). Such a decoding engine could be used quite systematically to assess 229

the informative content of any candidate dataset. 230

Decoding performance varies between concepts, probably outlining some limitations of 231

the public resources we used. We might indeed consider that some concepts from Cognitive 232

Atlas cannot be decoded from functional brain images, either because of the available resolution 233

or because they are not processes that can be inferred from neural activation patterns. As an 234

illustration, Cognitive Atlas has a wisdom concept; one might wonder if it can really be identified 235

from neural activations. Apart from this and the wording differences already observed, there is an 236

issue of consistency in the way some concepts are used as annotations. Taking the example of the 237

working memory concept in NeuroVault annotations, which we poorly decode, it is systematically 238

used for tasks like contrasts between 2-back and 0-back tasks26, that are indeed the usual means 239

of identifying this concept27. Yet, an inspection of these maps reveals that the expected fronto- 240

parietal pattern was not found in all such images, making it hard to learn an actual representation 241

for this. It is also used for other contrasts like 0-back versus baseline tasks, or contrasts involving 242

tasks where the subjects have instructions to follow. Those inconsistencies threaten the quality 243

of any automated meta-analysis. In the present case, the term is not identifiable. This issue 244

illustrates the difficulty of crafting consistent labeling rules across the cognitive neuroscience 245

community. Yet, such rules are clearly needed28. 246

This work trains models on maps from many studies — mixing z-maps, t-maps and beta- 247

maps, i.e. raw regression coefficients that show the effect of experimental condition on the 248

BOLD signal, but without statistical normalization — and evaluates performance on a study 249

containing only z-maps. We tried training on only part of the dataset during some ablation tests. 250

Removing the t-maps from the training dataset slightly decreased performance. Removing the 251

univariate beta-maps had no impact (but the preparation pipeline excluded the maps with the 252

most extreme values). Overall, we found that detailed and homogeneous annotations were more 253

important than homogeneous and high resolution maps. 254

A difficulty in obtaining an accurate decoding model lies in the inconsistent baselines used 255

in contrast-based fMRI: Each study uses a different baseline, that can be a control condition 256

matched for all possible confounding aspects, or a low-level condition, such as fixating a cross. 257

While these different baselines are justified by the purpose of each study that contributed the 258

data, they make it harder to compare activation maps across experiments: while it is possible to 259

account for the main effect of an experiment with an occurrence model, some images display 260

more or less additional patterns that were not captured by the contrast baseline. This explains 261

why taking only the positive part of the maps outperforms keeping all values, as it mitigates such 262

baselines fluctuations, as can be seen in Fig. 2. An answer to that concern is that researchers 263

deliver more contrasts per study, i.e. maps related to the main conditions, baselines and contrasts 264

among them. Additionally, annotations associated with brain images should be more informative 265

regarding contrast specification. 266
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While we could confirm the usefulness of decoding to isolate the neural substrate of many 267

cognitive concepts, already shown in7, we also uncovered some biases that deserve a word 268

of caution. Indeed, some standard experimental protocols are frequently used to probe some 269

specific cognitive processes. The model sometimes learns to recognize those protocols instead of 270

brain areas more specific to the decoded mental processes. This improves model’s performance 271

on standard experiments. For example, considering emotion perception, the NNoD model can 272

leverage the relevant activation in the amygdala, but also the fact that emotion perception is 273

usually probed by showing faces expressing different emotions. Unfortunately, this limits the 274

generalization to new experimental protocols. Current NNoD models would perform poorly on a 275

new experiment that would probe emotion perception by telling stories of people acting as happy 276

or sad. The decoding of face perception, recognition and emotion shows that the method may 277

not only infer the specificity of brain regions, but is also well attuned to decode some biases 278

inherent to the field of cognitive neuroscience. In the case of complex concepts, such as theory 279

of mind, it is also important to check that these are assessed in different ways (cartoon figure 280

displaying interactions or not, stories involving beliefs and interpretation of other’s behavior or 281

not etc.), both on the training and test set. Remaining biases are expected to be mitigated by 282

the accumulation of data, which is however going to take time, given that consensus on how to 283

map systems and analyze the results drifts slowly across time. A more intense result sharing 284

commitment of the community would certainly help to solve this issue. 285

Altogether, we have demonstrated that modern machine learning methods trained on open 286

data brain images can help decode broad vocabularies of cognitive concepts. They achieve good 287

decoding performance from original uncurated annotations. They do so in a tractable way when 288

proper dimension reduction techniques are used. The models used in this article can be trained 289

in just a few minutes on a modern personal computer. Lightweight data curation, with simple 290

rules on the annotations, improves decoding performance. We feel that such meta-analyses 291

would yield more informative brain maps if the community could spend an additional effort 292

toward systematic and consistent annotation rules following some ontology. The one we used to 293

merge and infer some labels was built empirically from inconsistencies we noticed in Neurovault 294

labeling. A more general ontology would be very helpful for meta-analyses but it requires some 295

(difficult to achieve) consensus regarding relationships between concepts. 296

Although we pooled experiments from multiple laboratories, we also showed that decoding 297

models can end up leveraging neural activation from specific experimental manipulations, 298

obscuring the neural counterparts of cognitive processes of interest. Multiplying the ways of 299

targeting mental processes, by constantly designing new protocols instead of replicating classical 300

ones, appears as the best way to circumvent this issue. 301

A possible extension of this work is to combine it with automated coordinate-based meta- 302

analyses based on the literature10, 12: the latter would provide more comprehensive vocabularies, 303

and guide the model in domains where cognitive labels could not reliably be inferred from 304

annotations. Recent contributions25 have indeed shown that stable topics could be built from the 305

literature, improving the robustness of image labelling. 306
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Materials and methods 307

Data sources 308

NeuroVault16 is an online repository of fMRI statistical maps from cognitive studies (see 309

supplementary section A.2) designed to provide material for meta- and co-activation analysis. 310

It contains annotated fMRI statistical maps grouped in collections, uploaded on a voluntary 311

basis. Many of those collections are public. They can be explored and visualized via the website 312

https://neurovault.org as well as downloaded via its API, with tools such as Nilearn29. 313

Cognitive Atlas1 is an online cognitive neuroscience knowledge base available at https: 314

//www.cognitiveatlas.org. It provides a description for more than 800 cognitive 315

concepts and 700 experimental tasks, with some relationships between concepts as well as 316

between concepts and tasks. 317

fMRI statistical maps preparation and labeling 318

After a selection process excluding images of the wrong modality, those whose brain coverage 319

was too low, that were too heavily thresholded or whose values are unreasonable for contrast- 320

effects statistical images (t- or z-statistics), we kept 54,000 unique maps. All these maps represent 321

individual effects. Details about this process are given in supplementary section A.2. 322

We then extracted the cognitive concepts from Cognitive Atlas that we match exactly in the 323

maps annotations, despite the wording differences between Cognitive Atlas and NeuroVault. 324

Besides the particular case of HCP data (collection 4337), that were labeled according to Cogni- 325

tive atlas, the extracted set of labels for 29 000 maps of NeuroVault is supplied online https:// 326

github.com/Parietal-INRIA/fmri_decoding/tree/master/extracted_labels.327

As, the annotations of NeuroVault are mostly unconstrained and uncurated, some differ 328

dramatically from Cognitive Atlas terms and there is no validity or homogeneity guarantee. 329

This limits the number of studies that we could use in the analysis. Moreover, some con- 330

cepts have hypernymy relationships: a task involving auditory sentence comprehension should 331

involve at least auditory sentence perception, auditory perception, perception, language com- 332

prehension and language as well. Keeping such labels would lead to false negatives and 333

more generally, inconsistencies in the labels. We thus crafted an enriched set of labels for 334

50 000 NeuroVault maps that solves this issue by simplifying and unifying the label set. It is 335

supplied online https://github.com/Parietal-INRIA/fmri_decoding/tree/ 336

master/extracted_labels. More details about the labeling process and its issues are 337

described in supplementary section A.3. 338

fMRI signal representation 339

fMRI statistical maps are high dimensional objects that aggregate many neurons’ activation in 340

each voxel. Still, as illustrated in30, the activation localization for a given cognitive task can vary 341

a lot across analysis pipelines. 342

To gain robustness against this variability, we project the signal on sets of brain regions 343

that comprise highly correlated voxels, identified with a smooth parcellation method31. Such 344

dictionaries of sparse spatial maps were trained using a stochastic online matrix factorization — 345

SOMF — algorithm32 on 27 fMRI studies collected from OpenNeuro (https://openneuro. 346

org). These dictionaries can be explored online: https://parietal-inria.github. 347

io/DiFuMo. We transformed the matrix of resampled and masked voxels into a matrix X of 348

loadings over those dictionaries by an orthogonal projection over components, using ordinary 349

least squares regression (see supplementary section A.2.4). Projecting the original maps on 350

those dictionaries allows for a dimension reduction from ≈ 105 voxels to ≈ 103 components. 351

This made the problem far more tractable, enabling more extensive explorations of models and 352

parameters. Using these components is justified by the fact that they proved to be sufficient 353

for a proper data reconstruction in32 and high decoding performance — especially compared to 354

anatomical atlases — in8 and24. 355
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We used dictionaries of three different resolutions (128, 512 and 1024 components) to embed 356

the original voxels activation in spaces of lower dimension. We also performed a stacking of 357

those three embeddings to create multi-resolution representations that concatenate the above 358

three. For those four representations, we can either keep all the dictionary loadings or only the 359

positive values. Taking the positive part of the loadings amounts to taking only the positive part 360

of the maps, since the dictionary components are non-negative. This modeling choice is justified 361

by the fact that we do not wish to take control conditions into account: negative activations 362

are often related to the effect of the control condition. We chose the dictionary resolution by 363

training a baseline logistic linear model over the full training dataset. We used exact matches of 364

Cognitive Atlas concepts in the metadata to label images. 365

Decoding models 366

System architecture 367

Decoding commonly relies on high-dimensional multivariate linear models4. Indeed, fMRIs are 368

high-dimensional data and, aside from some rare large-scale studies such as HCP, they come 369

with small sample sizes, i.e. they involve few subjects33, 34. The whole analysis pipeline from the 370

acquisition to the statistical map varies between studies30. Because of this low signal-to-noise 371

ratio, non-linear models, that are more expressive, tend to overfit the noise in the data8. 372

We explored shallow fully connected neural networks as decoding models. They are espe- 373

cially flexible in terms of regularization and allow to customize the loss function. We trained 374

them to jointly score all the concepts of the vocabulary extracted from annotations based on the 375

compressed representation (dictionary loadings) of each map, as shown in Fig 7. These models 376

are related to the factored logistic regressions of35, but differ in the use of an alternate basis 377

for the initial projection and deeper models for classification. In the following, we call these 378

models "NNoD" for "Neural Network over Dictionary". We used up to 3 hidden layers. For 379

the hidden units, we considered the identity activation function (resulting in a linear model) 380

and the rectifier activation function z 7→ max(z,0). Output units, regularization, and model 381

selection are discussed in the rest of this section. The technical implementation is available 382

on https://github.com/Parietal-INRIA/fmri_decoding. It includes the full 383

pipeline to fetch, prepare and decode the data. It was developed in Python 3.6 and mostly relies 384

on Nilearn 0.529, Scikit-learn 0.2136 and PyTorch 1.037.

Figure 7. Explored "NNoD" models. As inputs we used the brain components loadings for
the studied contrasts (in this example "clicking when viewing a face" vs "viewing something
else"). The hidden layers were used to increase the expressive power of the model by adding
non-linearities and regularize it by controlling their width. We explored networks with 0 to 3
hidden layers. The output layer scores each considered label.

385
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Loss function 386

The form of the loss function depends on how we model the occurrence of labels. A first
possibility is to treat each label as a separate binary classification task. A second option is to treat
the problem as a multi-output classification task, and learn to predict a categorical distribution
over all possible labels. In both cases, the corresponding model is trained following the empirical
risk minimization principle. We denote fθ the function learned by the neural network up to the
output activation function, which is parameterized by θ , the learned coefficients of the model.
For example, in the simplest case where there are no hidden layers – i.e. logistic regression, fθ

can be written:

fθ (xxx) =WWW xxx+bbb , (1)

where WWW ∈ R|L|×p and bbb ∈ R|L| are the coefficients of the model and θ = {WWW ,bbb}. Then, the
model’s prediction is:

ŷyy = g( fθ (xxx)) , (2)

where g is the output activation function and xxx ∈ Rp is the input vector of dictionary loadings. 387

Binary classification 388

We can consider labels separately, and treat the computation of a score for each label as a different 389

classification task. In this case the output distribution for each label is a Bernoulli distribution 390

and we use sigmoid (σ ) output units. We denote the loss Lbin and apply a regularization over 391

the network weights R(θ) as in Eq (3), Eq (4) and Eq (5). 392

ŷ = fbin(x) = σ( fθ (xxx)) (3)

σ : z 7→ 1
1+ e−z (4)

Lbin(y, ŷ) = −∑
l∈L

(
yl log(ŷl)+(1−yl) log(1− ŷl)

)
+R(θ) . (5)

In Eq 3, σ is applied element-wise. 393

Multi-output classification 394

A slightly different approach is to introduce a tighter coupling between the labels and consider
that they are actually competing. In this case, instead of producing one Bernoulli parameter for
each label, the model produces the parameter of a categorical distribution over all the labels: a
vector in the probability simplex of R|L |, where |L | is the number of possible labels. In this
case, a softmax function (τ), defined as in Eq (6) is applied to the output layer of the network.

τ(zzz)l =
exp(zzzl)

∑l exp(zzzl)
. (6)

The loss of these multinomial logistic models, Lmult , is defined as in Eq (7) and Eq (8). 395

ŷ = fmult(x) = τ( fθ (xxx)) (7)

Lmult(y, ŷ) = −∑
l∈L

(
yl

∑k∈L yk log(ŷl)

)
+R(θ) (8)

Regularization 396

We used an elastic-net penalty38 on the model coefficients as regularization R. This regulariza- 397

tion penalizes a combination of the squared norm and sum of absolute values of the parameter 398

vector. Moreover, we applied dropout39 on the input and hidden layers. We applied the same 399

penalty and level of dropout on all layers. 400
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Model selection 401

We selected the amount of regularization (2 parameters for the elastic-net penalty), the amount 402

of dropout (45% or 0%), type of hidden unit and width of the hidden layers (250 or 300 neurons) 403

with an inner loop of cross-validation. To do so, we performed a grid search for these hyper- 404

parameters on the training data. For the validation, we used a single-fold scheme, using the 405

IBC dataset on the initial setting, i.e. without label enrichment. Given that this setting worked 406

similarly or better for different data (other test sets and label enrichment), we conclude that there 407

was no overfitting on hyper-parameter selection. 408

The following parameters were thus selected: The classifier is a two-layer perceptron using 409

the stacked dictionary loadings. Following the results presented in Fig. 2, the inputs are the 410

stacked loadings for all 3 dictionaries and have dimension 1024+512+128 = 1664, the hidden 411

layer has width 300, and a dropout of 0.2 is applied on the hidden layer (i.e. elements have a 412

0.2 probability of being set to 0). The same penalty was eventually applied on `1 and `2 norms 413

of coefficients and is set to 0.001. The activation function for hidden units was the rectifier. 414

Classification scores presented in the results section use a held-out test set. 415

Decoding performance evaluation 416

We strove to jointly decode as many concepts from Cognitive Atlas as possible and focus on 417

generalization across experimental protocols. As in7, this objective is framed as a multi-label 418

classification problem, since several concepts are relevant for most maps. However, compared to 419

this previous work, we intend to decode a broader vocabulary comprising all the concepts we 420

could automatically extract from the annotations. 421

We have a varying number of ground-truth labels between maps, depending on the annotations 422

and the labels extraction method. We therefore only used metrics that are agnostic to this total 423

label cardinality and to their distribution over samples. No decoding study has used the same 424

set of concepts. Still, some works like7, 10, 17 and11 have targeted partially overlapping sets. We 425

chose the metrics to ensure that they gauge the performance of models for all considered concepts 426

and do not boil down to capturing a good prediction of the most frequent terms only. This is 427

important because some common concepts — such as auditory or visual perception — do not 428

pose a decoding challenge. Also, we wanted to achieve a proper decoding of left-out studies, 429

which might correspond to a new protocol inducing label shifts compared to the training data. 430

Consequently, to assess the decoding performance, we used two different metrics that are 431

both independent from labels prevalence and are computed on a per-label (instead of per-sample) 432

basis. 433

Weighted recall at k (WR@k) 434

For each label, we estimated the probability that, given a map for which this label is true, the 435

decoder would rank it in the top-k labels. Then, we averaged this score across labels to obtain a 436

single score. 437

The usual recall at k is averaged over the samples and not the labels. We call this metric 438

weighted recall at k, WR@k as the recall over rare labels is given more importance than the recall 439

for common (and sometimes trivial to decode) labels. It is presented in Eq (9): 440

WR@k =
1
|L| ∑

l

|{topk(ŷl
i), yl

i = 1}|
{i,yl

i = 1}
, (9)

where |L| is the total number of labels and topk(ŷl
i) indicates that the prediction ŷyyi ranks label 441

l among the first k. This metric is interesting as it is easy to interpret and is typically relevant 442

for a search engine that would decode candidate brain maps. Still, it does not fully reflect the 443

false positives rate, the chance level depends on the set of labels and this metric is sensitive to 444

the choice of parameter k. We therefore considered an additional metric. 445
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ROC AUC 446

While being more difficult to interpret, the area under the receiver operating characteristic — 447

ROC AUC, designated by AUC in the following — summarizes the rates of true and false 448

positives better. It is also better suited to comparing approaches on a per-label basis, as the 449

score for a given label does not depend on other labels. For a given model and label, if we draw 450

a random map for which this concept is true and another for which it is not, the AUC can be 451

understood as the probability of the model scoring the label higher for the first map than for the 452

second. Once again, we averaged this metric over labels with uniform weights as presented in 453

Eq (10): 454

AUC =
1
|L|∑l∈L

P(ŷl
i > ŷl

j | yl
i = 1, yl

j = 0) . (10)

In the following, we rely on the AUC for model selection. 455

External validation 456

When comparing methods, we used the maps from the IBC study for validation. Note that this 457

NeuroVault collection has been contributed by some co-authors of the manuscript, but was set 458

up independently from the need of the present experiment. It presents several advantages for our 459

benchmarks. Indeed, it currently provides per-subject maps that cover 12 broad experimental 460

protocols including, but not limited to, localizing tasks replicated from HCP. These tasks involve 461

tens of different concepts from various cognitive domains and are annotated using concepts from 462

Cognitive Atlas. IBC is thus an extensive and reliable validation dataset. 463

Moreover, we performed other validation experiments on different datasets. The correspond- 464

ing results are displayed in Supplementary Figure 3 and are comparable with those obtained 465

using collection 4438 as a validation set. It should be noted that the set of concepts that can 466

be tested depends on the left-out collections, which makes it hard to compare accuracy across 467

different folds. 468

Alternatives methods 469

GCLDA11 is a generalization of the correspondence-LDA model40, which is an unsupervised 470

learning model used for modeling multiple data-types, where one data-type describes the other. 471

Concretely, GCLDA identifies topics associated with a spatial probability distribution that 472

captures the extent of function brain region, based on a Gaussian mixture model, and with a 473

probability distribution of linguistic features that capture the cognitive function of regions. We 474

used it to infer cognitive features from topographies, using the publicly available implementation 475

. 476

The NeuroSynth meta-analysis platform10 also contains a built-in decoding model based on 477

a Naive Bayes inference scheme, that we also considered as alternative procedure. 478
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A Supporting information
A.1 Growth of NeuroVault
Supplementary Figure 1 illustrates the evolution of the total number of images hosted on
NeuroVault from its creation to the end of 2020.

Supplementary Figure 1. NeuroVault base growth. This figure illustrates the evolution of
the total number of images hosted on NeuroVault from its creation to the end of 2020.

A.2 fMRI statistical maps selection and preparation
A.2.1 fMRI maps from cognitive experiments.
From a meta-analytic perspective, functional MRI cognitive experiments are designed to study
cognitive concepts ranging from stimuli perception and motor functions to high-order functions
like working memory. They do this by recording the brain activity of subjects in controlled
conditions: subjects are exposed to stimuli or asked to performs tasks that involve the studied
concept, like identifying pictures containing faces, and sometimes related tasks whose only
difference is the absence of the concept of interest, like identifying any other picture. Standard
tasks are used by different laboratories to study some set of concepts.

After standard preprocessing, including motion correction and alignment to a standard brain
template, the blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD41) signal acquired during an experiment in
each voxel reflects the hemodynamic response to the conditions. These time courses are then
subject to regression analysis, with a model including the studied concept and various confounds,
either for single subjects (first level analysis) or for a cohort of subjects (second level analysis).
To produce the desired contrast, a statistical test — usually a t-test — is then performed between
the coefficients of the studied concept and those of either a related concept or a baseline.

For a given experiment, those step yields 3D maps of voxels with a resolution of ≈ 10mm3,
either per-subject or for the whole experimental cohort (≈ 105 useful voxels in the corresponding
gray-matter mask).

A.2.2 NeuroVault maps
NeuroVault mainly aims at storing unthresholded maps of whole human brains. Still, many
statistical maps are thresholded, some maps only provide activation for a limited region of interest
(for example a single hemisphere), some are not statistical maps (for example brain atlases or
masks), or not from human adult brains (for example young baboons). Some of the statistical
maps are not contrasts between conditions or do not have a Gaussian or Student distribution as
null distribution, and thus display different value distributions than other contrast maps. These
outliers are either identified from the metadata or from the maps’ values. We illustrate some of
them in section A.2.3.

As of January 2020 and after removing exact duplicates, we retrieved 62,915 maps with the
fMRI-BOLD modality among the 74,132 brain images hosted on NeuroVault, grouped as 1,136
collections from many — sometimes anonymous — sources and adding up to more than 60
gigabytes of compressed data. The number of maps in a collection varies from 1 to 18,070 —the
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latter being the Human Connectome Project42 (HCP), the largest fMRI cognitive study to date.
We started by excluding images of the wrong modality, those whose brain coverage was too low,
that are too heavily thresholded or whose values are unreasonable for contrast-effects statistical
images (t- or z-statistics). This step yielded 54,000 unique maps.

Some of the maps we kept were missing part of the brain (at most 35%), often in areas that
were not of interest for the considered experiment. We tried to impute those missing areas at
component level, either by the median value or by sampling among the other maps, but this did
not improve the decoding performance with respect to setting them to zero.

A.2.3 NeuroVault anomalies

Illustration of some map anomalies. Those 3 maps are labeled as regular fMRI statistical maps
in NeuroVault but the first lacks 40% of the brain volume, the second has unreasonably large
values and the third has only negative values.

A.2.4 Projection of fMRI data on dictionaries
Orthogonal projection over a dictionary. To compute the code X ∈Rn∗c over the components
of dictionary D ∈ Rc∗v from the original voxel maps X̃ ∈ Rn∗v efficiently, with n the number
of maps and v the number voxels in the grey matter mask, we multiplied the Moore-Penrose
pseudo-inverse matrix of the dictionary (noted D†) with the maps matrix, which simply yields
Eq (12) as the dictionary’s components are linearly independent (but not orthogonal).

X = X̃D† (11)
= X̃DT (DDT )−1 (12)

These vectors of loadings over the brain components X can then be simply re-projected over
the voxel space as X̂ in Eq (13). For example, this is useful to visualize the brain areas that are
more significant for a statistical model trained on the component space as in Supplementary
Section A.7.

X̂ = XD (13)

A.3 Labeling strategies
A.3.1 Basic labeling
We started by extracting the cognitive concepts from Cognitive Atlas that we matched ex-
actly in the maps annotations, despite the wording differences between Cognitive Atlas and
NeuroVault. For many images, the control conditions are not provided or cannot be reliably
extracted from the metadata. Therefore for consistency we removed the control conditions
for all the images. We removed from the annotations the text that is obviously related to
a control condition (appearing after a "versus", "vs", ">"... in the contrast_definition or
name fields). We also improved the annotations of the Human Connectome Project (HCP)
study42 (collection 4337) with previously existing rules that are reproduced in the repository
(https://github.com/Parietal-INRIA/fmri_decoding). We removed the la-
bels that are very rare (< 10 occurrences) as well as those whose occurrence is too correlated
(|corr|> 0.95), as learning on scarce or overly correlated data may not yield meaningful results.
The extracted set of labels for 29 000 maps of NeuroVault is supplied online https://github.
com/Parietal-INRIA/fmri_decoding/tree/master/extracted_labels.
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A.3.2 Enriched concepts
An exploration of Neurovault annotations illustrates some of the challenges in assigning cognitive
labels by matching of Cognitive Atlas concepts found in the metadata.

First, Cognitive Atlas names concepts using a specific vocabulary, with denominations that
are often quite long. On the contrary, the annotations of NeuroVault are mostly unconstrained and
uncurated. Some of them do not contain enough information to make sense of the experimental
protocol and the studied cognitive concepts. For the others, the wording can differ a lot from
Cognitive Atlas’ and there is no validity or homogeneity guarantee. For example, many studies
use a specific wording that differs from Cognitive Atlas, using "right hand", "r.hand" or even
"RH" instead of right hand response execution. This limits the number of studies that we can use
in the analysis.

Second, the annotations in the maps include some spurious labels, as the annotations in
some major collections use words in their annotations that are related to the concept of interest
of the overall experiment, instead of the exact contrast of the map. For example, 786 maps
corresponding to shape recognition appear with the concept name emotion in their annotations,
as the corresponding study uses them as a baseline in an emotional task. This introduces
false-positives in the labels.

Last, there is structure between these concepts that we do not leverage in the first experiment.
Some concepts have hypernymy relationships: a task involving auditory sentence comprehension
should involve at least auditory sentence perception, auditory perception, perception, language
comprehension and language as well. Some are also very close, even synonymous or at least
often used interchangeably in NeuroVault annotations. Automatically discriminating them
from open data seems unreasonable: we do not expect that the use of audition in NeuroVault
annotations conveys a different meaning that the use of auditory perception. This last issue
causes false negatives in the target labels.

The enriched set of labels for 50 000 NeuroVault maps is supplied online https://
github.com/Parietal-INRIA/fmri_decoding/tree/master/extracted_labels.

Considering the relationships between concepts, we also define an ontology43 for the en-
countered concepts – rather than using the relationships from Cognitive Atlas that we found too
incomplete (see section A.3.3). This heuristic directed graph includes 27 synonymy and 158
hypernymy rules. A small part of this graph is illustrated in Supplementary Figure 2. We also
applied those rules on the evaluation dataset to get a consistent structure between the labels for
all the data. The list of synonymy and hypernymy rules are presented in tables 1 and 2.

Supplementary Figure 2. Missing concepts inference graph. Here we illustrate a part of the
cognitive ontology used in this work, for some concepts related to language. The arrows show
the inference directions. For example, whenever we assign the concept reading, we also add
language and visual perception.

Supplementary Table 2. Hypernymy rules. Additional labels associated to initial vocabulary.
label associated labels
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response bias response selection
response conflict response selection

response execution action
response selection action
auditory coding audition

auditory tone detection audition
auditory tone discrimination audition

voice perception audition
audition perception

mathematical reasoning arithmetic processing
mental arithmetic arithmetic processing

numerical comparison arithmetic processing
attention shifting attention

fixation attention
interference control attention

spatial attention attention,spatial ability
search attention

visual attention attention,visual perception
response inhibition inhibition

behavioral inhibition inhibition
attention cognitive control
inhibition cognitive control

proactive control cognitive control
selective control cognitive control
task switching cognitive control

decision certainty decision making
decision under uncertainty decision making

risk aversion risk
risk processing risk

risk seeking risk
anticipation planning
uncertainty planning

decision making decision
risk decision

planning decision
emotion recognition emotion perception,recognition,visual perception

emotional suppression emotion regulation
emotional enhancement emotion regulation

fear negative emotion
stress negative emotion

arousal emotion
emotion perception emotion
emotion regulation emotion,cognitive control

emotional intelligence emotion,social cognition
negative emotion emotion

categorical perception categorization
pattern recognition recognition,visual perception

discrimination recognition
association integration

categorization integration
error detection integration

feature comparison integration
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phonological comparison integration
recognition integration

relational comparison integration
auditory sentence recognition semantic processing,audition

story comprehension sentence processing
reading semantic processing,visual word recognition

semantic categorization semantic processing,categorization
semantic priming semantic processing,priming

sentence processing word comprehension, syntax
word comprehension semantic processing

word maintenance semantic processing,working memory
word recognition semantic processing

overt naming naming
naming speech production

word generation speech production
word repetition speech production

syntax language
semantic processing language
speech production language
speech perception language,voice perception

instrumental learning memory acquisition
reinforcement learning memory acquisition

rule learning memory acquisition
concept learning learning

autobiographical memory memory
episodic memory memory

forgetting memory
learning memory

memory acquisition memory
memory retrieval memory

memory trace memory
spatial memory memory

motor sequence learning motor planning
left finger response execution motor control,response execution
left hand response execution motor control,response execution
left toe response execution motor control,response execution

right finger response execution motor control,response execution
right hand response execution motor control,response execution
right toe response execution motor control,response execution
tongue response execution motor control,response execution

motor planning motor control,planning
movement motor control

effort pain
pain habituation pain

conceptual priming priming
detection attention,recognition

causal inference inference
analogical reasoning reasoning

inference reasoning
introspection reasoning

judgment reasoning
logic reasoning
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meaning reasoning
mental representation reasoning

monitoring reasoning
problem solving reasoning
animacy decision animacy perception

animacy perception social cognition
social inference social cognition,inference

social norm processing social cognition
theory of mind social cognition

localization spatial ability
mental rotation spatial ability

spatial localization spatial ability
spatial ability visual perception

potential monetary reward reward processing, anticipation
reward anticipation reward processing, anticipation

reward valuation reward processing
loss anticipation loss, anticipation

loss aversion loss, anticipation
potential monetary loss loss, anticipation
punishment processing loss

reward processing valence
loss valence

facial trustworthiness recognition face perception
face recognition face perception,recognition

visual body recognition visual recognition
visual form recognition visual recognition
visual object detection visual recognition,attention

visual object recognition visual recognition
visual pattern recognition visual recognition
visual place recognition visual recognition
visual tool recognition visual recognition
visual word recognition visual recognition

face perception visual perception
mental imagery visual perception

motion detection visual perception,attention
object perception visual perception
visual localization visual perception,spatial ability

visual memory visual perception,memory
visual orientation visual perception,spatial ability
visual recognition visual perception,recognition

visual search visual perception,attention
visual working memory visual perception,working memory

body maintenance maintenance
face maintenance maintenance
place maintenance maintenance
object maintenance maintenance
string maintenance maintenance
tool maintenance maintenance

visual object maintenance maintenance
maintenance working memory

procedural memory working memory
set shifting working memory
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spatial working memory working memory,spatial ability
updating working memory

working memory retrieval working memory

Supplementary Table 3. Matching rules. Labels matching done by regular expressions.
collection regular expression label
.* left.*hand|l[\s_]hand left hand response execution
.* right.*hand|r[\s_]hand right hand response execution
.* left.*finger|l[\s_]finger|left.*click left finger response execution
.* right.*finger|r[\s_]finger|right.*click right finger response execution
.* left.*toe|l[\s_]toe|left.*foot|l[\s_]foot left toe response execution
.* right.*toe|r[\s_]toe|right.*foot|r[\s_]foot right toe response execution
.* [\s_]face|^face face perception
.* audit|listen|hear|sound|music|noise|voice|acoust audition
.* visual|view|watch|picture|movie|moving visual perception
.* rule|wm working memory
.* visual word visual word recognition
.* read reading
.* arithm|calcul arithmetic processing
.* happy|angry emotion perception
.* rewarded reward processing
.* negative reward|punish|fail loss processing
.* succes[s]ful stop response inhibition
.* uncertain decision under uncertainty
.* checkerboard visual perception,visual orientation
4337 FACES feature comparison, response selection, respons...
4337 SHAPES feature comparison, response selection, respons...
4337 PUNISH response selection, response execution, punishm...
4337 PUNISH response selection, response execution, reward ...
4337 MATH response selection, response execution, auditor...
4337 STORY response selection, response execution, auditor...
4337 CUE response selection, cueing, updating, visual pe...
4337 LF response execution, left toe response execution
4337 LH response execution, left hand response execution
4337 RF response execution, right toe response execution
4337 RH response execution, right hand response execution
4337 MATCH feature comparison, response selection, respons...
4337 REL feature comparison, response selection, respons...
4337 RANDOM response selection, motion detection
4337 TOM response selection, motion detection, animacy p...
4337 0BK_BODY response execution, working memory, body mainte...
4337 0BK_FACE response execution, working memory, face mainte...
4337 0BK_PLACE response execution, working memory, place maint...
4337 0BK_TOOL response execution, working memory, tool mainte...
4337 2BK_BODY response execution, working memory, body mainte...
4337 2BK_FACE response execution, working memory, face mainte...
4337 2BK_PLACE response execution, working memory, place maint...
4337 2BK_TOOL response execution, working memory, tool mainte...
4343 stopsignal_GO response execution, visual perception
4343 STOP_RIGHT|STOP_LEFT response inhibition, visual perception, audition
4343 stopsignal_BLANK visual perception
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4343 bart_CONTROL_ACCEPT response selection, decision, visual perception
1952 control condition of the pump action response selection, decision, visual perception
4343 bart_CONTROL_CASHOUT response selection, decision, visual perception
4343 bart_BALOON_ACCEPT response selection, decision, decision under un...
1952 pump condition response selection, decision, decision under un...
4343 bart_BALOON_CASHOUT response selection, decision, decision under un...
1952 Response to acceptance response selection, decision, decision under un...
4343 bart_BALOON_EXPLODE loss processing, visual perception
1952 explosion loss processing, visual perception
4343 pamenc_TASK visual perception, visual word recognition, vis...
4343 pamenc_CONTROL visual perception, visual recognition, visual w...
4343 pamret_CORRECT visual perception, visual recognition, working ...
4343 pamret_INCORRECT visual perception, visual recognition, working ...
4343 pamret_CONTROL visual perception, visual word recognition, vis...
4343 scap_CORRECT visual perception, visual localization, visual ...
4343 scap_INCORRECT visual perception, visual localization, visual ...
4343 scap_NO_RESPONSE visual perception, visual localization, visual ...
4343 taskswitch_SWITCH visual perception, response execution, task swi...
4343 taskswitch_NOSWITCH visual perception, response execution
4342 audonly audition, right finger response execution
4342 vidonly visual perception, right finger response execution
4342 audvid audition, right finger response execution
4339 expression_control visual perception, face perception
4339 expression_intention visual perception, face perception, emotion rec...
4339 expression_sex visual perception, face perception, gender disc...
4339 face_control visual perception, face perception, face percep...
4339 face_sex visual perception, face perception, gender disc...
4339 face_trusty visual perception, face perception, facial trus...
4339 audio audition
4339 calculaudio audition, arithmetic processing
4339 calculvideo visual perception, arithmetic processing
4339 clicDaudio audition, response selection, response executio...
4339 clicDvideo visual perception, response selection, response...
4339 clicGaudio audition, response selection, response executio...
4339 clicGvideo visual perception, response selection, response...
4339 computation arithmetic processing
4339 damier_H visual perception
4339 damier_V visual perception
4339 object_grasp motor control, motor planning, response selecti...
4339 object_orientation visual perception, visual orientation
4339 rotation_hand response selection, visual body recognition, me...
4339 rotation_side response selection, visual body recognition
4339 saccade visual perception, visual localization
4339 motor-cognitive response selection, response execution, left fi...
4339 false_belief_audio audition, auditory sentence recognition, senten...
4339 false_belief_video visual perception, reading, visual word recogni...
4339 mecanistic_audio audition, auditory sentence recognition, story ...
4339 mecanistic_video visual perception, visual word recognition, sen...
4339 non_speech audition
4339 speech audition, voice perception, speech perception
4339 triangle_intention response selection, motion detection, animacy p...
4339 triangle_random response selection, motion detection
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4341 left_auditory_click audition, response selection, response executio...
4341 right_auditory_click audition, response selection, response executio...
4341 left_visual_click visual perception, response selection, response...
4341 right_visual_click visual perception, response selection, response...
4341 checkerboard visual perception,visual orientation
4341 visual_calculation visual perception, arithmetic processing
4341 auditory_calculation audition, arithmetic processing
4341 auditory&visual_calculation visual perception, audition, arithmetic processing
4341 visual_sentences visual perception, visual word recognition, sen...
4341 auditory_sentences audition, auditory sentence recognition, sente...
4341 auditory&visual_sentences visual perception, audition, visual word recogn...
2447 Left Hand left hand response execution
2447 Left Leg left toe response execution
2447 Tongue tongue response execution
2447 dot motion coherence judgement visual perception, visual localization
2447 noun/verb judgement visual perception, visual word recognition
503 5720|5800|7000|7006|7010|7040|7060|7090|7100|71... visual perception
503 2053|3051|3102|3120|3350|3500|3550|6831|9040|90... negative emotion, visual perception
1964 3 negative emotion, visual perception
1964 4 negative emotion, visual perception
1964 5 negative emotion, visual perception

A.3.3 Cognitive Atlas relationships limitations.
Relationships between Cognitive Atlas concepts appear too incomplete to be used. Cogni-
tive Atlas includes some of structure between its concepts, described in a rich graph database:
concepts can have kind of or part of relationships. It also lists tasks designed to identify specific
concepts. Yet, those relationships seem incomplete. Many concepts do not have any relationship
and some obvious relations seem to be missing. For example, auditory sentence comprehension
is not related to any other auditory concept and does not appear as being tested by the common
language processing fMRI task paradigm whereas it should be.

A.4 Encoding method
Concept encoding with noise reduction. For a dataset {X,Y}, as a complement to our decoding
goal of inferring the concepts ŷ for any activation map over brain components x, we compute the
encoding map x̂l for any concept l.

This is usually done by fitting a generalized linear model β (GLM) such that X̂ = Yβ + ε ,
where ε is the noise. Since the concept space is highly structured (for example, in the data used
this work, Yperception ≈ Yaudition +Yvisual perception), the design matrix Ŷ can be ill-conditioned.

To better condition the matrix, we took inspiration from principal component regression
(PCR,44). A regular PCR would mix the concept of interest design vector with all the others in
the principal components of the design matrix. To avoid that, we fitted a GLM for each concept
and use as regressors the original design vector for the concept of interest combined with the
principal components for the design matrix of all the other concepts.

A.5 Decoding performance of NNoD variants
We compare the performance for different models in this setting in Table 4. In this setting, the
explored models have quite similar results. Still, the non-linear binary logistic model (a 2-layers
perceptron) achieves a slightly better average AUC across concepts. This model is trained to
minimize a binary logistic loss Lbin with an elastic net (L1 + L2) regularization on the weights
of both layers as in Eq (5), while applying dropout on the input and hidden layers.
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Supplementary Table 1. Synonymy rules. Additional labels associated to initial vocabulary.
label associated labels

analogy analogical reasoning
association learning association,learning

auditory arithmetic processing arithmetic processing,audition
auditory perception audition

autobiographical recall autobiographical memory
emotional face recognition emotion recognition

encoding memory acquisition
facial recognition face recognition

imagery mental imagery
impulsivity inhibition
intention planning

interference resolution interference control
language processing language

listening audition
logic logical reasoning

motor learning motor planning
narrative story comprehension

prospective planning planning
recall memory retrieval

retrieval memory retrieval
semantic knowledge semantic processing
semantic information semantic processing

sound perception audition
visual face recognition face recognition

visual imagery mental imagery
visual representation mental imagery

Supplementary Table 4. NNoD performance on the test set — 37 original concepts.
WR@10 stands for Weighted Recall at 10.

Loss Non-linear layers AUC WR@10
Binary Logistic 0 0.80 0.42
Binary Logistic 1 0.81 0.36
Binary Logistic 3 0.79 0.34

Multinomial Logistic 0 0.80 0.46
Multinomial Logistic 1 0.80 0.38
Multinomial Logistic 3 0.77 0.30

Training on the enriched dataset, as illustrated in Table 5, the explored architectures once
again yield similar performance, with the non-linear binary logistic model yielding a slightly
higher AUC.

A.6 Results on different data splits
We have performed additional experiments measuring the accuracy of terms identification on
different studies. In Supplementary Figure 3 (top), results are shown using NeuroVault collec-
tions 1952 and 503. In Supplementary Figure 3 (bottom) results are shown using NeuroVault
collections 504, 1964, 2447, 2606, 2978, 3235, 3467, 4022, 4339, 4341, 4815, 5802, 6298, 6299.
The set of terms that can be tested varies with the test sets, but overall the accuracy is of the same
order as with the IBC validation set.
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Supplementary Figure 3. Accuracy of the classifier on other validation folds.
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Supplementary Figure 3. Accuracy of the classifier on other validation folds (ctd). Here
we obtain AUC scores using the same procedure as in the main text, but using different
validation sets to measure performance. (top) score is obtained using NeuroVault collections
1952 and 503; (bottom) score is obtained using NeuroVault collections 504, 1964, 2447, 2606,
2978, 3235, 3467, 4022, 4339, 4341, 4815, 5802, 6298, 6299. The set of terms that can be tested
varies with the test sets, but overall the accuracy is of the same order as with the IBC validation
set.
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Supplementary Table 5. NNoD performance on IBC — 51 enriched concepts.
Loss Non-linear layers AUC WR@10

Binary Logistic 0 0.82 0.63
Binary Logistic 1 0.84 0.66
Binary Logistic 3 0.83 0.64

Multinomial Logistic 0 0.80 0.63
Multinomial Logistic 1 0.83 0.65
Multinomial Logistic 3 0.81 0.63

A.7 Encoding/Decoding maps
Supplementary Figure 4 displays encoding and decoding maps for 106 concepts. These maps
illustrate the encoding models of all concepts learned over the training dataset (all NeuroVault
except IBC) as well as the corresponding sensitivity analysis maps for the decoding models.

A.8 Vocabulary intersections with NeuroSynth and GCLDA
Here we provide the complete vocabulary lists corresponding to the intersections of IBC annota-
tions, NNoD’s vocabulary, and NeuroSynth and GCLDA’s vocabularies.

expanded labels, intersection with NeuroSynth, 23 terms: action , arithmetic processing ,
attention , audition , decision , detection , discrimination , emotion , face perception , integration
, language , loss , memory , motor control , punishment processing , response selection , reward
processing , sentence processing , social cognition , theory of mind , updating , visual perception
, working memory

expanded labels, intersection with GCLDA, 33 terms: action , arithmetic processing ,
attention , audition , auditory sentence recognition , decision , detection , discrimination , emotion
, emotion perception , face perception , face recognition , facial trustworthiness recognition
, integration , language , loss , maintenance , memory , motor control , pattern recognition ,
punishment processing , response execution , response selection , reward processing , semantic
processing , sentence processing , social cognition , story comprehension , theory of mind ,
updating , visual perception , voice perception , working memory

exact labels, intersection with NeuroSynth, 14 terms: arithmetic processing , decision ,
detection , discrimination , emotion , memory , perception , punishment processing , recognition
, response selection , reward processing , theory of mind , updating , working memory

exact labels, intersection with GCLDA, 20 terms: arithmetic processing , auditory sentence
recognition , decision , detection , discrimination , emotion , face recognition , maintenance
, memory , pattern recognition , perception , punishment processing , recognition , response
execution , response selection , reward processing , story comprehension , theory of mind ,
updating , working memory
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Supplementary Figure 4. Illustration of the encoding and decoding maps for 54 concepts
learned from the enriched annotations.
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Supplementary Figure 4. Illustration of the encoding and decoding maps for 52 concepts
learned from the enriched annotations.
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